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Lesson: Stage Management

Objective/Learning Target: The student will learn how to 
put together a prompt script and tool kit.



Warm-Up:  

What things need to be written in the prompt/call book?

What things should a stage manager have in their tool kit to 
be prepared? 
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Stage Management



Lesson Steps: 
The following slides will discuss how 
to set up a tool kit and prompt 
book.  As you are reading through 
the slides, keep a t-chart.  On one 
side list a tool kit or prompt script 
task and on the second side list why 
you think it is important for a stage 
manager to include this in their 
organization.
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The toolbox

A prepared stage manager always has a fully stocked toolbox.                    
It will include things like:

● Office supplies (several pencils, chalk, tape, highlighters, paper clips, pens, ruler, note 
cards, architect’s scale, rubber bands, large eraser, pencil sharpener)

● Adhesives (scotch tape, masking tape, duct tape, electric tape, two-sided tape, glue, 
rubber cement) 

● First aid  and personal supplies (bandaids, tweezers, kleenex, nail file, antibacterial 
ointment, bobby pins)

● Fasteners (brads, safety pins, sewing needles, black and white thread, snaps, hooks, 
buttons)

● Tools (stop watch, extension cord, screwdriver, hammer, flashlight)
● Paper goods (paper towels, paper cups, wet wipes)
● Snacks that will not go bad, but help if someone needs blood sugar help.
● Sound (working bell and buzzer, whistle)



The toolbox



Creating the prompt script

 The prompt script must be created and carefully maintained.  

It must be extremely organized, so a stage manager can find all 
information in a matter of seconds.

A note: Remember that every stage manager is different and may have 
different methods of preparing the prompt book. Each will find the 
method that works best for them as they try different things.

Materials needed: Script, A large 3 ring binder, three hole punch, post-it 
tabs, binder divider sheets, pencils.



Creating the prompt script

 Determine your method of displaying the script.  

Some want the script blown up in a copy that fits a full page.  Others want 
margins to write a lot of information in.  You will have a lot of notes and cues, 
so I suggest trying this method first:

Get blank 3 hole punched paper.  Cut the center out slightly smaller than the 
page of the script so you can place the script in the                                          
hole, leaving margin on all sides.

This allows you to see the next page on the other side.

Put a blank page between each, so you have a solid                                          
page to put cues on.



Creating the prompt script

 Hint: If you use the enlarged script method, you may want to have the 
holes punched on the “wrong” side of the page so the script is on                         
the left and the blank page is on the right for right handed stage managers, 
left handed people may want it the opposite way.  

Use post-it tabs to mark each scene along the margin of the page and write 
the scene number on the tab. You can also use one color of tabs for scenes 
and one for songs to make rehearsals faster.

Use divider sheets to make sections for the script, score (if musical), 
company information, handouts, tech notes...any sections necessary for 
the specific production.



Creating the prompt script

Notice the tabs are in alphabetical 
order. This allows for an even 
faster access to information that 
may be needed during rehearsal.



Creating the prompt script

 An option for more ease during rehearsals, some stage managers will go 
scene by scene and number each line.

This way when they want to make a note, a cue, a movement, on the 
opposite page, they can indicate what line the note is associated with 
without having to write out the full line.

Some feel it makes the script too cluttered.  You need to choose your own 
method. 

ALWAYS make notes in PENCIL because there will be changes.



Creating the prompt script

 There should be a key for all abbreviations and symbols on the front page 
of the script  this is so that anyone could step in for the stage manager in 
case of an emergency.

Stage managers always need to use abbreviations in order to get all notes 
written down without making anyone wait on them. Know the abbreviations 
and be diligent to use them consistently.

Example: if Chris is going to cross upstage right, you would write CX USR in 
the script where he does the movement.

The following 2 slides have examples of symbols and keys that can be used 
by a stage manager.  



Creating the 
prompt 
script 



Creating 
the 
prompt 
script: 
abbreviations



Creating 
the 
prompt 
script: 

Stage areas 
depend on the 
type of stage 
you are using.



Creating the 
prompt script: 
writing blocking

There are many ways to 
put blocking and cues in 
your script.  No matter 
what method you use, be 
consistent and as neat as 
possible. 

This is an example of what 
NOT to do.



Creating the 
prompt script: 
writing blocking

One way to write blocking 
is to write them in the 
script exactly where it 
occurs.  This can get 
messy, however.  



Creating the 
prompt script: 
writing blocking

Another method is to mark 
where the blocking occurs 
and write what it is in the 
margin.



Creating the 
prompt script: 
writing blocking

Marking the movement on 
a French scene diagram 
will track the movement of 
the scene.

The French scene drawing 
does not have to be 
elaborate, it just has to 
resemble the set.



Creating the prompt script: writing 
blocking

Blocking could also be 
marked with a number and 
the blocking written on a 
facing page, so the 
margins are left open for 
technical cues



Creating the prompt script: writing 
blocking

This stage 
manager 
used the 
facing page 
and french 
scene plan 
with a section 
for notes on 
props and 
costumes.



Creating the prompt script: writing cues

Writing cues in the script needs to be done very clearly, so no cues are 
missed when calling the show.

The next 3 slides show different scripts with cues marked in.  You decide 
which you think would be best for you to call a show while following the 
script.  

None of these examples used highlighter, but some will highlight lights in 
one color and sound in another, for example.  If working in a blacklight 
area, however, you must be cautious of the colors of highlighters you use.

 



Creating 
the 
prompt 
script: 
writing 
cues

Example 1



Creating 
the 
prompt 
script: 
writing 
cues

Example 2



Creating 
the 
prompt 
script: 
writing 
cues

Example 3



Creating 
the 
prompt 
script
Example 
of prompt 
script 1st 
pg. with 
blocking 
and cues



Creating 
the 
prompt 
script
Example 
of prompt 
script  
with 
blocking 
and cues



Creating 
the 
prompt 
script
Example 
of prompt 
script  
with 
blocking 
and cues



Creating the prompt script

Advice for the day:
● When giving notes to actors, be tactful and professional. You have to 

keep the morale up, so if an actor messed up several lines, but several 
were minor, save it for another note or talk to them privately.  Try to 
sweeten notes by saying something positive when giving multiple 
notes.





Practice: Make a decision

If you were to have to stage manage a show right now, what method of 
creating your prompt/call book would you use?

How would you put the book together?

What method would you use for writing in blocking?

What method would you use for writing in cues to call the show?


